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		The book before you is designed to be a complete and thorough education on search engine
	
		optimization for SEO practitioners at all levels. This second edition has been completely
	
		revamped and updated from the first edition, taking into account the changes in the search
	
		engine industry and the rising influence of social media. Nonetheless, as with the first edition,
	
		you can think of it as SEO 101, SEO 102, and SEO 103. Our goal has been to help simplify a
	
		very complex, layered topic and to make it easier for people to grasp, as well as to make it
	
		easier to focus on the most important aspects of SEO for individual businesses. As a group we
	
		have over 30 years’ experience working on SEO projects. This means that we have seen how
	
		SEO works over a relatively long period of time, across thousands of different websites. Any
	
		one of us could have written this book individually (in fact, one of us tried to), but we
	
		discovered that by working together we were able to create something of much greater value
	
		for you, the SEO artist.
	
		Four acknowledged experts in search engine optimization share guidelines and innovative techniques that will help you plan and execute a comprehensive SEO strategy. This second edition brings you up to date on recent changes in search engine behavior—such as new ranking methods involving user engagement and social media—with an array of effective tactics, from basic to advanced.

		
			Comprehend SEO’s many intricacies and complexities
	
			Explore the underlying theory and inner workings of search engines
	
			Understand the role of social media, user data, and links
	
			Discover tools to track results and measure success
	
			Recognize how changes to your site can confuse search engines
	
			Learn to build a competent SEO team with defined roles
	
			Glimpse the future of search and the SEO industry


	
		Visit www.artofseobook.com for late-breaking updates, checklists, worksheets, templates, and guides.

	
		"SEO expertise is a core need for today’s online businesses. Written by some of the top SEO practitioners out there, this book can teach you what you need to know for your online business."

		—Tony Hsieh, CEO of Zappos.com, Inc., author of New York Times bestseller Delivering Happiness
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Whimsical Cross-Stitch: More Than 130 Designs from Trendy to TraditionalDover Publications, 2019

	
		
			A Book of the Month Club's Crafter's Choice!

			

			Cross-stitch is a traditional hobby — but your designs don't have to be! These more than 130 patterns reflect a modern sensibility, with motifs ranging from trendy to vintage to kitschy, so there's something here for everyone. All are...
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Shadow Algorithms Data MinerCRC Press, 2012

	
		Shadow Algorithms Data Miner provides a high-level understanding of the complete set of shadow concepts and algorithms, addressing their usefulness from a larger graphics system perspective. It discusses the applicability and limitations of all the direct illumination approaches for shadow generation.

	...
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The Coming Generational Storm: What You Need to Know about America's Economic FutureMIT Press, 2004
In 2030, as 77 million baby boomers hobble into old age, walkers will outnumber strollers; there will be twice as many retirees as there are today but only 18 percent more workers. How will America handle this demographic overload? How will Social Security and Medicare function with fewer working taxpayers to support these programs? According to...
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Cancun & the Yucatan For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	The spectacular coastline of Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula is a diverse playground where you can bask on pristine beaches, explore ancient ruins, play golf or tennis, go biking, snorkeling or scuba diving, do serious shopping, or escape to a secluded lagoon. With info on Cancun, Isla Mujeres, Cozumel, Playa del Carmen and the...
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Pop Song Piracy: Disobedient Music Distribution since 1929University of Chicago Press, 2011




	The music industry’s ongoing battle against digital piracy is just the latest skirmish in a long conflict over who has the right to distribute music. Starting with music publishers’ efforts to stamp out bootleg compilations of lyric sheets in 1929, Barry Kernfeld’s Pop Song Piracy details nearly a...
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Embedded Software Development with eCosPrentice Hall, 2002

	In 1997. there were over 100 commercially supported embedded operating systems, none of which had more than a minority share of the overall embedded OS market, not to mention countless thousands of others developed for specific projects (cell phones, radar arrays, networking equipment, etc.) that had no application developer base beyond that...
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